Chimeric allosteric citrate synthases: construction and properties of citrate synthases containing domains from two different enzymes.
The citrate synthases of the gram-negative bacteria, Escherichia coli and Acinetobacter anitratum, are allosterically inhibited by NADH. The kinetic properties, however, suggest that the equilibrium between active (R) and inactive (T) conformational states is shifted toward the T state in the E. coli enzyme. We have now manipulated the cloned genes for the two bacterial enzymes to produce two chimeric proteins, in which one folding domain of each subunit is derived from each enzyme. One chimera (the large domain from A. anitratum and the small domain from the E. coli enzyme) is designated CS ACI::eco; the other is called CS ECO::aci. Both chimeras are roughly as active as the wild type parents, but their Km values for both substrates are lower than those for the E. coli enzyme, and NADH inhibition is markedly sigmoid, while that for E. coli citrate synthases is hyperbolic. Curve-fitting to the allosteric equation suggests that these differences are the result of the destabilization of the T state in the chimeras. The ACI::eco chimera exists almost entirely as a hexamer, like the A. anitratum enzyme, while the ECO::aci chimera, like the E. coli synthase, forms three major bands on nondenaturing polyacrylamide gels, two of them hexamers of different net charge, and one a dimer. These findings indicate that subunit interactions leading to hexamer formation in allosteric citrate synthases of gram-negative bacteria involve mainly the large domains. The chimeras are also used to show that the NADH binding site of E. coli citrate synthase is located entirely in the large domain. Sensitivity of the chimeras to denaturation by urea, to which the A. anitratum enzyme is much more resistant than the E. coli enzyme, is determined by the large domains. Sensitivity to inactivation by subtilisin is intermediate between those shown by the E. coli (very sensitive) and A. anitratum (quite resistant) synthases. This result suggests that digestibility by subtilisin is determined by conformational factors as well as the amino acid sequences of the target regions.